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Given: time series from sensors placed on a bridge
Problem: to infer effective structural connections among the sensor locations
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Engineering structures…..sometimes they fail.

Collapsed Cypress Freeway in Oakland after 
the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake







Information flow - Transfer Entropy answers a question: Does process 
x depend just on x, or does it also depend on y.

xn+1 = f (xn ) xn+1 = f (xn, yn )

-Widely popular applications: Stock Market, Financial Markets, Genomics, Bioinformatics, neural spike trains

- versus -

Decide by Kullback-Leibler divergence

-Widely popular applications: Stock Market, Financial Markets, Genomics, Bioinformatics, neural spike trains

WHICH reality is true:
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Transfer Entropy (T) vs. Causation Entropy (C)

Causation entropy correctly identifies the causal network structure.

Transfer Entropy Causation Entropy
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An Example

1. CSE itself does not “solve” the causal inference problem. 
2. Definition simply emphasizes the fact that cause-and-effect involves all 
three parts (cause, effect, and conditioning).

uncertainty of P’s 
future given S

uncertainty of P’s 
future given S and Q

Causation Entropy: Measure of Causality in Networks

JSun, E. Bollt (Physica D, 2013).
JSun, D Taylor, E. Bollt, SIADS (2015)



Is X independent of Y given Z?



The Causal Network Inference Problem
Given data samples of the process,
Goal: infer N_i (“causal parents”) for each i.

Optimal Causation Entropy (oCSE) Principle: The set of causal 
“parents” is the minimal set of nodes which maximizes causation entropy.

i

Optimal Causation Entropy (oCSE) Algorithm:
— (Iterative, incremental) local search
— Forward discovery + Backward removal

Model-free, fast (computationally efficient), 
and quick convergence (data efficient).

Solving the Causal Network Inference Problem

Jie Sun, Dane Taylor, and Erik Bollt
Causal network inference by optimal causation entropy
SIAM Journal on Applied Dynamical Systems (2015)



On nonParametric Estimation of the entropies

Rather than use bins, estimate invariant density in those bins, 
compute the various joint and conditional densities 

– and then entropies from there

Make the estimation based on sampled points, and the densities and so entropies are related
to sizes of neighborhoods, of “kth” nearest neigbors.

“knn methods” also benefit from kdtree searches for near neighbors – knnsearch

The “jist of it”

-Kozachenko and Leonenko (1987), Kraskov et al. (2004) 
-For CMI: Frenzel and Pompe, 2007; Ve- jmelka and Paluˇs, 2008 

Lord, Sun, Bollt, (2018)



Accelerations at most of the sensor locations are better captured by the 
Laplace distribution than the Normal (Gaussian) distribution.

Normal pdf:

Laplace pdf:
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A parametric estimator









Since no finite size sample behavior for CMI

Is X independent of Y given Z?

Idea: to simulate independence, randomly permute
x-values In 
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(1) Directed connections are mostly in the direction of traffic flow
(2) The identified vertical “gap” corresponds to a structural “boundary”

Noninvasive Damage Detection










